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Suffolk University is a dynamic urban university with more than 6,500 students of all ages enrolled in day and evening programs in its College of Arts and Sciences, Frank Sawyer School of Management and Law School. The University is located on Beacon Hill in the heart of Boston and is accessible from all parts of the metropolitan area.

Founded as a law school in 1906, the University developed by adding a College of Arts and Sciences in 1934 and a School of Management in 1937. On April 29, 1937, the Law School, College of Arts and Sciences and the School of Management were chartered as Suffolk University by the Massachusetts General Court. The University is accredited by the New England Association of Schools and Colleges.

The Law School, accredited by the American Bar Association and the Association of American Law Schools, awards the Juris Doctor (JD) and the Master of Laws (LL.M.) degree to its graduates. The College of Arts and Sciences awards degrees as the associate in arts (AA), the associate in science (AS), the bachelor of arts (BA), the bachelor of fine arts (BFA), the bachelor of science (BS), the bachelor of science in general studies (BSGS), the bachelor of science in communication (MA), the master of arts in psychology (MA), the master of arts in interior design (MAID), the master of science in education (MS), the master of science in computer science (MSCS), the master of science in criminal justice (MSCJ), the master of science in international economics (MSIE), the master of science in political science (MSPS), the master of education (MED) and a doctor of philosophy degree in clinical psychology. A certificate of advanced graduate study (CAGS) is awarded for study beyond the master degree in several fields of education and human services. The master of public administration and master of science in mental health counseling (MPA/MS) are jointly offered by the College of Arts and Sciences and Sawyer School of Management. The master of science in international economics and the juris doctor degree are jointly offered by the College of Arts and Sciences and the Law School (MSIE/JD).

The Frank Sawyer School of Management, accredited by AACSB, the International Association for Management Education and by the National Association of Schools of Public Affairs and Administration (NASPAA), conducts both undergraduate and graduate programs in management. In April 2001 the Sawyer School of Management was awarded special accreditation of its accounting programs by the AACSB, the only institution in Boston to have this recognition. The undergraduate program leads to the degree of bachelor of science in business administration (BSBA). Graduate programs lead to master’s degrees of business administration (MBA) and public administration (MPA). Special master’s degrees offered include the master of science in accounting (MSA), the master of science in finance (MSF), the master of science in financial sciences and banking (MSFSB), the master of science in taxation (MST), the master of science in philanthropy and media (MSPM), and the master’s degree in health administration (MHA). Undergraduate certificate programs in accounting and a graduate diploma in professional accounting (GDPA) are offered. The advanced professional certificate (APC) in business and certificate of advanced study in public administration (CASPA) and certificate of advanced study in finance provide study beyond the master’s degree. Joint Degree programs leading to the bachelor of science in business (BSBA/JD), master of business administration (JD/MBA), master of public administration (JD/MPA) or master of science in finance (JD/MSF) and the juris doctor degrees are offered by the Frank Sawyer School of Management and the Law School.

Since 1906, when Gleason L. Archer established a law school for working adults, Suffolk University has graduated close to 40,000 students who have taken their places in the professional world. Among the University’s alumni are some of New England’s outstanding jurists, attorneys, businessmen and women, teachers, writers and scientists.

During its 98 years, Suffolk University has grown in size and in the scope and quality of its academic programs. Suffolk now maintains campuses in Madrid, Spain and Dakar, Senegal as well as operating a biological/scientific fieldstation in Edmunds, Maine. As it develops new programs to meet emerging needs, Suffolk University remains guided by Gleason Archer’s commitment to the community and to its people, and by a concern for access, success and excellence.
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Prelude
Boston Brass Ensemble
Gregory Fritz, Conductor

Processional
(Audience Please Rise)

Academic Procession
Janet L. Maloof, Esquire
Representing 25th Anniversary Class of 1979
University Marshal

Call to Commencement Exercises
Nicholas Macaronis, Esquire
Chairman of the Board of Trustees

Presiding
David J. Sargent, Esquire
President of the University

Invocation
The Reverend Amy Fisher
University Chaplain and Director of Interfaith Center

National Anthem

Commencement Address
Robert J. Grey, Jr., Esquire
President-Elect, American Bar Association

Conferring of Honorary Degrees
The Honorable William F. Galvin
Secretary of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
The Honorable Sandra L. Lynch
United States Court of Appeals for the First Circuit
Kathleen M. Sullivan, Esquire
Dean of Stanford Law School
Robert J. Grey, Jr., Esquire
President-Elect, American Bar Association

Class Greetings
Jared Olanoff, JD '04

Conferring of Degrees

Benediction
The Reverend Amy Fisher
University Chaplain and Director of Interfaith Center

Recessional
(Audience Please Remain Seated Until Last Graduate Has Left the Pavilion)
THE DEGREE OF JURIS DOCTOR
SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Alyson Marie Bagley
Dina Conlin
Jaffar A. Diab
Ann Margaret Eames
Jessica Lindsley Edwards

Miranda Hooker
John Kevin Kelley
Michelle Harper Lawson
Garrett M. Winslow

THE DEGREE OF JURIS DOCTOR
MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Justin Frank Adams
Michael J. Bauer
Polina R. Bodner
Edward McDermott Cassella
Brian James Delaney
Tucker Dulong
Benjamin C. Elacqua
Allison M. Foley
Marc L. Gouthro
Catherine L. Graham
Kristen R. Green
Amy A. Huff
Jennifer Leigh Hurley

Alison Jean
David Kramer
Peter McKenna
Brian Joseph Mullin
Adam Phillip Samansky
Jonathan Marc Slawsby
Adam M. Stewart
Seth N. Stratton
Eliza S. Vanderstar
Ryan Thomas Wardle
Mary A. Young
Michael Ziurcher

*Cum Laude
• January 2004 Graduate
†Master of Public Administration Recipient
‡Master of Business Administration Recipient
§Master of Science in Finance Recipient

■ Financial Services Concentration
◆ Intellectual Property Law Concentration
▲ Health and Biomedical Law Concentration
■ Macaronis Civil Litigation Concentration
▼ International Law Concentration
THE DEGREE OF JURIS DOCTOR

Dianna L. Abdala
Jeffrey D. Adams
Sarah E. Adkins
Brian Thomas Akashian
Wendy Allis
Catherine E. Aloisi
Michael Robert Amato
MaryDilys S. Anderson
Maria Felisa Andreottola
Donald Henry Angus, Jr.
Peter Antonelli
Kenneth Ashton
Susan C. Atherton
Lori A. Atkins
Kelly A. Aylward
Tamela Elishay Bailey
Catherine Kimberly Bakeberg
Marc Barnes
Seth Brandon Barnett
Joseph Barrett
Melissa J. Bateman
Megan Jean Beauregard
Jennifer Lock Beauvais
Michael J. Belliveau
Brad P. Bennion
Eddly B. Benoit
Jonathan M. Bent
Christen Bergeron
Michael Bettencourt
Sarah Anne Billeri
Michael F. Bingham
Amy Lynn Blanchard
Joshua D. Blumen
Christine F. Doctor
Katherine A. Bohan
Seth M. Bonneau
Michael Bortz
Steven A. Bossone
Graham L. Bosworth
Christopher G. Boulger
Elephtheria V. Boutalis
Mark William Bracken
Matthew S. Branchaud
Fredler Breneville
Andrew James Brodie III
Pamela Cherie Brooks
Amy Michele Brown
Darrin R. Brown
Lindsey Marie Burke
Linda Burks-Adams
Lia Gordon Burnham
William K. Burnham
Shawna Marie Butler
Jennie M. Byrne
Lauren J. Caisse
Gene Calderazzo
Sean C. Callahan
Kellie Ann Cameron
John A. Cancellara
John R. Caners
Brian Gregory Cano
Robert M. Carley
Alissa P. Carroccino
Andrea Courtney Carroll
Donal J. Carroll
Andrea Jean Caruso
Martin R. Cassavoy
Anne Irene Chalmers
Livlauhn Chapman, Jr.
Brian M. Childs
Victoria Chopra
Lynn Suk Chun
Hyun Joon Chung
Christopher Matthew Cifuni
T.J. Clark
Trevor A. Clement
Carole Ann Coakley
Terri Lyn Colaluca
Marianne Colclough
Matthew Aaron Cole
Erica Colombo
Cori Lynn Connell
Matthew Christopher Conroy
Christopher A. Cook
Tracie Annette Coop
Stephanie Rose Cooper

-Cum Laude
January 2004 Graduate
Master of Public Administration Recipient
Master of Business Administration Recipient
Master of Science in Finance Recipient
Financial Services Concentration
Intellectual Property Concentration
Health and Biomedical Law Concentration
Macaronis Civil Litigation Concentration
International Law Concentration
THE DEGREE OF JURIS DOCTOR
(Continued)

Mark Joseph Corbett, Jr.
*Kiley Marie Corcoran
Jenny Madeline Cordero
Patrick Alan Craig
*Charles Edward Cullinane
Edward C. Cumbo
*Mark D’Alelio
Mark Patrick Daly
Anna Marie Dancy-Foster
Matthew A. D’Andrea
Brian Degan
Kirsten Marie Demoga
Jasprit Kaur Deol
Aimee Desai
• Louis J. Desy, Jr.
Kyle G. DeValerio
Christopher DiBella
Amie DiGiampaolo
• Jeffrey Joseph DiGregorio
Eric B. DiMario
*Michael David DiMott
Richard James Doe
Theresa Catherine Doherty
Todd F. Doherty
*Gregory Tedeschi Donoghue
*Molly H. Donohue
*Erica Dorsey
Michelle Lafond Doucette
James Doyle
++ William J. Driscoll
Jon Dufresne
John Brooks Duggan
*• Stephen R. Duly
Fredrick J. Dunn
Patricia Dwyer Dunn
*Julie Caren Edelstein
James Cameron Eisenberg
*Suzanne B. Eisner
Roque El-Hayek
Tiffanie Ellis-Niles
• Kelli Cushing Emery
• John Michael Esper
Raymond Charles Estes
*Jayson James Estes
• Sandra Fay-Richard
Jared Peter Febborriello
Shauna L. Finnegan
Lawrence Finnell
Alexis M. Finneran
Caroline Marie Finnerty
*Mark James FitzGerald
Collin Fitzpatrick
Joseph T. Flanagan III
*Bridget C. Fleming
Nicholas C. Fleming
Robert J. Fleming, Jr.
Thomas Francis Fleming
Joseph Keith Fleurat II
Amanda A. Florek
*Sara Fontes
*Scott D. Ford
Katherine A. Forrest
Mario A. Fratantonio
James Edward Gallagher
Heather Gamache
Kyle McKay Geiselman
Shira J. Gelerman
Jason C. Geller
Gretel Gerhardt
*• Cynthia M. Gilbert
++ Kerri S. Glover
*• Eleanor R. Godfrey
*• Gregory K. Goebert
Elizabeth Gonzalez
*• Jill Gornley
Alina Gorodetsky
Kelly E. Goss
*• Matthew Grady
*Russell Charles Gray
Gina Greblunas
Patrick Michael Grogan
*Erik K. Hagstrom

*Cum Laude
• January 2004 Graduate
† Master of Public Administration Recipient
‡ Master of Business Administration Recipient
‡‡ Master of Science in Finance Recipient

■ Financial Services Concentration
◆ Intellectual Property Law Concentration
▲ Health and Biomedical Law Concentration
■ Macaronis Civil Litigation Concentration
▼ International Law Concentration
THE DEGREE OF JURIS DOCTOR
(Continued)

* Steven David Hall
  Ibrahim M. Hallaj
  * Leanna Hamill
  Peter B. Handibode
  • Christina L. Handschumacher
  * Brian M. Haney
  Lise Kipp Hansen
  Kenneth Eugene Harding
  * Matthew C. Harper-Nixon
  ▼ Jordana Hart
  * Michael Brendan Hawkins
  Stephanie Cara Hayes
  Grant Benjamin Hecht
  * Megan E. Hehir
  Carolin P. Hetzner
  • John Hickey
  • Jane M. Hicks
  John J. Hightower
  Courtney Dana Hilliard
  Danielle H. Hitchcock
  • Jonathan D. Hoag
  Christian A. Holt
  Theodore T. Hook
  • Thomas M. Hoskinson
  Clifford Palmer Hoyle
  Richard Mason Hoyt III
  * Francis X. Hubbard
  ★Britta Lyn Hyllengren
  Dana Iannaccone
  Corey A. Issing
  * Christina L. Jackson
  * Brett F. Johnson
  Tracy M. Johnson
 ▼ Jeremiah C. Johnston
  Amie Carroll Joseph
  * Jeannemarie Joyce
  Eleni Kalmoukos
  Leena H. Karttunen
  Scott F. Katz
  Leonard D. Keefe
  Sarah Elizabeth Kennedy
  * Richard F. Kerr
  ★Timothy S. Kerrigan

• Evelyn Kim
  Javier Ishi Kinney
  Kara L. Kinson
  Kimberly Elizabeth Knauf
  * Justin Francis Kollar
  Rielle Elise Kolsky
  Jeffrey Lee Kopacz
  Elizabeth A. Kowalchik
  • Kristina E. Krilchev
  * Michael Cole Ksiazek
  * Anthony C. Kuhlmann
  □ Surapong J. Kunkaew
  Karen L. Kuri
  * Benjamin Kurtzman
  Erica M. Kusnyer
  Jennifer Lyn LaBaire
  John Hanrahan Lacey
  • William Bryant Lacy
  Katherine Lacy-Wilson
  Joseph Peter Lamanna
  * Mara C. Lamoureux
  Melissa Dara Landau
  Christian F. Lapointe
  Kristy A. Lavigne
  * Kathleen Maura Leahy
  Heather Leavitt-Soni
  Brian Chung-Wai Lee
  □ Laurance Sze Lap Lee
  Richard Keith Leschinsky
  • Rachael Lea Leventhal
  Andrew M. Lewczynk
  • Tanya E. Lewis
  • Konstantin M. Linnik
  David Lippman
  • Lucy Lubashev
  Rosina-Maria Lucibello
  • Jane F. Luther
  E. Barry Lyon
  Chad M. Lyons
  • Medora S. Lytle
  Stamatina Macherides
  ★Brian B. Mahoney, Jr.
  Sean P. Mahoney

*Cum Laude
• January 2004 Graduate
† Master of Public Administration Recipient
□ Master of Business Administration Recipient
□□ Master of Science in Finance Recipient
□ Financial Services Concentration
♦ Intellectual Property Law Concentration
▲ Health and Biomedical Law Concentration
■ Macaronis Civil Litigation Concentration
▼ International Law Concentration
THE DEGREE OF JURIS DOCTOR (Continued)

* ▼ Elena Mamai
  Jennifer Beth Manger
  David L. Manix
  Melina Jane Mannix
  • Dana Evan Marcos
  Alan Isaac Maringer
  * Marc A. Marsdale

+++ Christopher Marston
* Nicholas Philip Martinelli
  Goro Matsuo
  * Matthew B. Maurer

■ Melanie Grace McBride
  Michael Joseph McCarthy
  Stephanie E. Trahan McClung

* ▲ Erin McCobb
  Jennifer Jewel McConnell
  * Michael Timothy McCormack
  ▲ J. Ian McDonald
  Stephen F. McDonough
  James J. McGhee
  Andrea L.R. McGeehan
  * Erin Patricia McGlinchey
  * Anthony Arthur Augustine

  McGuinness
  John F. Meade
  Sapna Mehtani
  Jamie Lynne Meltzer
  * Mary Lu Mendonca
  * Craig Ira Meyers
  * Kimberly A. Miale
  * Joshua S. Miller
  Amanda Ann Mitchell
  Nora Mitchell
  * Mark Alexander Mitchelson
  Nicholas Mohr
  Peter H. Morea
  Robert D. Moriarty
  Robin Dannette Morrell
  Bridgette Katherine Morrisey
  Carrie Elizabeth Mosca
  Gregory J. Moscatel
  Lindsey Dawn Moskowitz
  Katie Leigh Mulkern
  Joel Antonio Muñoz
  Christa L. Muratore

+++ Paul J. Murray
  * Rebecca J. Mutch
  Andrew J. Myers
  Jessica Nagle
  Patricia L. Nagle
  * James J. Nash
  Emily M. Nesson
  Christopher J. Nichols
  * Andre John Nintcheff
  Michael John Novaria

+++ Paul Damien O’Brien
  Stacey Ochal
  * Kristin O’Donnell
  Robin May Oinonen
  • Ogur Winifred Okoye
  * Jared Louis Olanoff
  Erika A. Olson
  * Kristin R. Osman
  Jason Pacini
  Lindsay Phillips Parker
  Arudena M. Parkman-Lyles
  Vinit Hemant Patel
  Marjorie Pauléon
  Isabel Pekkel
  Christopher G. Perillo
  Angela Marie Perozzi
  Elizabeth Ann Perros
  * Solen Gayle Peterson
  * Jerome Keith Phifer
  Jaime Lee Picariello
  Adeline Pierre
  G. Matthew Pike
  * Linda C. Pitts
  * Douglas Price
  * Jane Dever Prince
  * Stephen Prinn

†† Dimitrios Antonios Psilos
  Justin Puhlick
  Elizabeth Purcell
  * Neal Quersher
  Carole Gordon Rapoport

*Cum Laude
* January 2004 Graduate
† Master of Public Administration Recipient
‡ Master of Business Administration Recipient
+++ Master of Science in Finance Recipient

■ Financial Services Concentration
◆ Intellectual Property Law Concentration
▲ Health and Biomedical Law Concentration
■ Macaronis Civil Litigation Concentration
▼ International Law Concentration
THE DEGREE OF JURIS DOCTOR
(Continued)

Danielle T. Reddy
• Richard Sherman Reichmann
Brenda Susan Reimers
Karen Orly Rencus
*◆Christopher Robert Rhodes
◆ Shelley Ann Richardson
◆ David Lawrence Rigazio
Susan A. Robb
Beth H. Roberto
Lila L. Roberts
Phillip R. Ronan
Robin Blaze Rose
◆ Lesley Sara Rosenbloom
Mark Rotondo
◆ Kelly L. Rozek
Jill M. Rynkowski
Heidi Tindall Saas
◆ Linda Ann Salera
▼ Susan Saliba
◆ Marren Sanders
Jamie Sasson
Heather L. Schirmer
◆ Glenn Michael Schley
Christy Holly Schlottman
◆ Kerri Pollard Schray
Kristen M. Schulte
Christina Marie Rhude Scott
Paul G. Scotti
◆ Anthony Sculimbrenne
◆ David F. Segadelli
Rachel Marie Self
Shivani Shah
Jacqueline Shanahan
◆ Kathleen J. Shanahan
Rachel Barri Shapiro
▼ Dhara Sharma
◆ William Joseph Shaw
Jennifer Elaine Shell
◆ Kristin Gifford Sherman
Norman J. Sherman
◆ Philip Stevenson Sidell
Kimberly L. Silverman
Scott Richard Simonini

• Nicholas John Sisti
Robert L. Kelley
Franklin James Skinner
Sarah Burkwit Slattery
◆ Margaret Mary Slezak
Sara S. Smith
Eliot James Snetsky
Earle Solano
†♦ Jeff Solomon
◆ John Phillip Sorgini II
Sarah Ellen Burke Southwick
Lanta V. Spencer
◆ Anna Elaine Speros
Samuel M. Staufer
Peter Stecher
Jason Stephen
◆ Ethan C. Stiles
◆ Kathleen Marie Stinson
William Louis Strigler
Robert Douglas Stuart
†♦ Heather Lauren Suchobrus
Kiju Sung
Richard M. Susi
◆ Edward Joseph Swan
Glen A. Tagliamonte
Michelle Lee Tessier
Anne Margaret Thomas
Aimee Rebecca Thyresson
◆ David Paul Tibbetts
◆ Matthew S. Tisdale
Tracey L. Tom
◆ David M. Torrisi
◆ Timothy F. Trainor
◆ Matthew Edward Treiber
Stephen Bryce Turner
◆ Stephanie Tzouganatos
Darren S. Vasa
Brian Steven Vaz
Julio Alberto Vázquez
†♦ Alexius Brindhan Vijayakanthan
James Wagner
Sonia Arlene Walrond
◆ Michael J. Walsh

* Cum Laude
† January 2004 Graduate
† Master of Public Administration Recipient
+++ Master of Business Administration Recipient
+++ Master of Science in Finance Recipient

◆ Financial Services Concentration
◆ Intellectual Property Law Concentration
◆ Health and Biomedical Law Concentration
◆ Macarons Civil Litigation Concentration
▼ International Law Concentration
THE DEGREE OF JURIS DOCTOR
(Continued)

• Melinda M. Wanatick
  Holly Rose Wandel
  Leslie Dana Wells
  *Mark White
  *Sara W. Whitemore
  Bridget Wilkinson
  Maria Williams
  *David SaltonStall Willis
  David James Wilson
  Robert Jay Wise

Colleen Anne Wolcott
Renée Elizabeth Wolforth
Rebecca D. Woodworth
Margaret M. Wright
Stacey Mae Wyman
*Madeline Felise Yanford
Matthew J. Zappala
Michael A. Zola
*Leah A. Zweig

THE DEGREE OF LL.M.

Alexandra Diehl
Megan Elizabeth Gailey
Jord Hollenberg
• Malin Jakobsson
• Diying Luo

Sandra R. Paulsson
Kimberly Ann Riebling
Jean Meredith Robertson
Daniel F. Valentine

• January 2004 Graduate
* Cum Laude
† Master of Public Administration Recipient
‡† Master of Business Administration Recipient
††† Master of Science in Finance Recipient

Financial Services Concentration
* Intellectual Property Law Concentration
▲ Health and Biomedical Law Concentration
■ Macarons Civil Litigation Concentration
▼ International Law Concentration
LAW FACULTY OUTSTANDING STUDENT AWARD

*Day Division*
Miranda Hooker

*Evening Division*
Dina Conlin

THE LEO J. WYMAN MEMORIAL FUND AWARD

*Day Division*
Justin Frank Adams
Javier Ishi Kinney

*Evening Division*
Mary Lu Mendonca
Katherine Lacy-Wilson

THE DANIEL J. FERN AWARD

*Day Division*
Miranda Hooker

*Evening Division*
Jaffar A. Diab

THE PROFESSOR ALEXANDER J. CELLA AWARD

Erin Patricia McGlinchey

THE JUDGE HARRY KALUS AWARD

Jessica L. Edwards

THE AMY E. WELLS FAMILY LAW AWARD

Alyson M. Bagley
ACADEMIC ATTIRE

The academic attire worn during the commencement exercises by the graduates, faculty members, deans, trustees, the president, and the other members of the academic procession, had its origin during the Middle Ages at the medieval universities. The long black gown, the basic garment of the academic attire, was worn for warmth and to conceal food and sometimes wine to be consumed during lecture recesses. The square cap, the shape of which resembles a book, a mason's mortarboard, or the quadrangle shape of the Oxford University campus, usually has a black tassel indicating a bachelor's or master's degree, or a gold tassel indicating a doctoral degree. The hood, which is the most colorful raiment, was used as a cowl, a cape, an alms sack or to protect the wearer's wig from the elements.

In modern times, the wearing of academic attire was codified by the American Council on Education. Contemporary guidelines specify that the standard color for caps and gowns is black, that the material be cotton poplin, that there be no trimming on the gowns worn by recipients of baccalaureate or master's degrees, that the doctoral gown may be faced with black velvet trim with three bars of black velvet across the sleeves, that the trimming of the doctoral hood be of velvet and signify the academic area of the degree, and that the hood lining reflect the official color or colors of the college or university conferring the degree. The hood trimming color white designates bachelor of arts; yellow: bachelor and master of science; magenta: bachelor of science in journalism; drab olive: bachelor and master of business administration; peacock blue: bachelor and master of public administration; blue: master of education and certificate of advanced graduate study in education; and purple: juris doctor (law) degree.

Within certain permissible limits, universities may vary the style and color of the caps and gowns worn by their graduates. These variations may be noticed in the academic procession.